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RECENT TRENDS IN REACTOR SHIELDING IN THE USA

In attempting to compile and analyze recent trends, one realizes that any description is highly
dependent on one's perspective. This paper will be based on observations from the Radiation
Shielding Information Center (RSIC) which has gathered shielding information for some 12 years.

The trends to be listed here are partly technical and partly socio-organizational. They are in the
research and development areas, principally Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)
programs, and in the commercial nuclear power sector, principally Light Water Reactor (LWR) and
High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) industry.

The trends to be discussed are not listed in order of importance.

I. Diminishing use of empirical and approximate computational methods in favor of discrete
ordinates (one and two dimensions) and Monte Carlo (up to three dimensions). Increasing use of
systematic variance reduction in Monte Carlo. Increasing sophistication in the use of these methods,
e.g., successive problems with different geometry' description, coupling discrete ordinates results to a
Monte Carlo treatment of more detailed geometry.

The DOMINO computer code, which couples discrete ordinates results to Monte Carlo
calculations, has been used i. the solution of the Fast Test Reactor radial cavity shield problem [1],
These calculations were performed to study the effect of three different major penetrations in the
radial cavity shield on the dose rate at the top of the maintenance deck. The DOT III
two-dimensional discrete-ordinates code was run for that portion of the geometry up to the bottom
of the radial cavity shield, and the boundary angular flux values were written on tape. The
DOMINO code read this tape and used other information from the DOT run to generate tables of
probabilities for selecting the source group, position, and direction in a MORSE Monte Carlo
calculation. Four geometrical configurations, including the solid case which has no penetrations,
were mocked up using the combinatorial geometry package in MORSE.

Four adjoint DOT cases were run for that portion of the geometry from the maintenance deck
down to the top of the radial cavity shield, and the resulting angular flux tapes were processed by
DOMINO. The source for the adjoint calculations was either the neutron or gamma-ray flux-to-dose
conversion factors. The source was placed at the top of the maintenance deck and was distributed
radially from 260 to 450 cm in one pair of cases and from 325 to 400 cm in the second set. The
DOMINO tapes generated from these adjoint calculations were used as scoring functions for the

. . - .HORSE TUB. F.igurc 1 shows the DOT geometrical mockup in R-Z.geometry and indicates .the
positions of the DOMINO coupling surfaces. The result of the analysis is the integrated dose over
that surface area occupied by the adjoint source. Because of the existence of multiple DOT adjoint
runs and one MORSE forward run. a collision tape was written for subsequent analysis, with each
adjoint DOMINO result as a scoring function. Preliminary calculations indicated that the number of
boundary crossings occurring in the significant groups and regions was quite small. To limit the
amount of machine time required to obtain acceptable statistics, source energy importance sampling
parameters were calculated using fluxes from an adjoint DOT run, and the source position \vas
restricted to the most significant spatial regions.

As a result of these calculati ->ns, which show a maximum increase of 20% in the integrated dose
rate at the maintenance deck, it appears that the penetrations have no significant effect.



2. Great advances in cross section availability and application, including use of common format,
greater emphasis on elaborate and sophisticated evaluations guided by sensitivity analysis, greater
attention to photon-production and high neutron energies, interagency cooperation, data centers tor
cross section processing and distribution, common reference libraries, integral experiments for data
testing, coupling of neutron-gamma-ray cross section sets for routine application, generation and
exchange of energy group cross section libraries. Group cross section specifications guided by
sensitivity analysis.

I would like to expand on this very important development.
The question of the sensitivity of shield performance to neutron cross sections may be restated

as: How *vill the solution to a radiation transport problem change as a result of changes in input
cross-section parameters? Most past attempts to provide quantitative answers to this question for
reactor shields have depended upon substitution of modified input parameters to obtain a new
solution to the problem. In view of the number of parameters which may be involved and their
energy dependence, this approach must generally be cither incomplete or inordinately
time-consuming, or both. Furthermore, this technique is only accurate to first order, and attempts to
account for the correlations of input data are awkward.

In an attempt to avoid the above problems and allow an objective identification of the
important parameters in a radiation transport problem, E. M. Oblow, D. E. Bartine, and F. R.
Mynatt of ORNL have applied techniques based on linear perturbation theory [2]. Usachev [3] and
others have, o r course, used linear perturbation theory for sensitivity calculations of the performance
of LMFBRs to nuclear data and, in an approximate treatment, have shown the apparent importance
of error correlations.

A major feature of the ORNL approach is the concept of the cross-section sensitivity profile as
a function of energy. The sensitivity of a result. P.,, from a discrete-ordinates transport calculation to
a particular cross section, x, at energy E may be expressed as

P*(£) = E S dt J dil p,(r) [ - ^ ( r , n , £ ) <r,(£> <£(r,n,£) .
+ J dil1 J dE <b* (r,ft'£*) »,(«•«', E-E) 4-'r,ft,£) ] ] R"' , (1)

where <£>*;j,ft,E) is the unperturbed adjoint flux, <£(r.fl,E) is the unperturbed forward flux, a,(E) is
the cross section for reaction type .v, a,(fl-fl',E— EO is the differential scattering cross section from
angle ft to ft' and from energy E to E' for reaction type x, px(r) is the atomic number density, and R
is the integrated response. AH of the above quantitites are defined for the specific problem under
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R is defined as
R = J dt S dn S dE D(r,ft.E,) <Mr,ft,£), (2)

where D(r.ft,E) is the response function (for example, a flux-to-dose-rate conversion factor) and also
the source for the adjoint calculation.

The sensitivity definition of Eq. (!) has been found to be convenient for identification of the
most important cross sections for a given problem. A plot of the sensitivity function vs energy is
referred to as a sensitivity profile and indicates cross-section importance as a function of the energy
of the incident particle. This fingerprint of the calculation has many potential uses since it
quantitatively focuses attention on che important cross-section data. These uses consist partly of
indication of need for specific cross-section evaluation and measurements, the correiation of integral
experiments and design problems, and the prediction of overall uncertainty in a design problem.



Equation (1) can also be integrated over the incident energy £ t o give the total sensitivity of the
problem to the cross sections for reaction type x. The elfect of Legendre series truncation for a
multigroup Pi cross-section set may also be evaluated by examining sensitivity as a function of the
number of expansion terms.

This method of analysis is applicable to a wide range of shielding problems r.nd has been used
with the one-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport code ANISN [4] for studies involving deep
neutron penetration.

The ANISN results are processed by the code SWANLAKE. A complete description of the
computer code SWANLAKE, which is used for sensitivity calculations, has been prepared by
Bartine et al. [5]. Basically, SWANLAKE takes the forward and adjoint angular flux solutions for a
given problem and combines them with the cross section to be studied. Sensitivity profiles are
obtained for the entire input cross-section data field as a function of spatial zone and summed over
all zones. The referenced report include descriptions of data input and output, a sample problem,
and typical running times and computer core requirements.

While the current version of SWANLAKE is applicable to a wide range of problems,
limitations should be noted. Problems must be time-independent and one-dimensional. The present
sensitivity function only allows for downscatter of particles and does not include the effects of fission
cross sections. It is anticipated that most, if not all, of the above restrictions will be removed in
future versions.

The sensitivity profile directly indicates cross-section importance as a function of energy of the
incident particles as is indicated by the results included below. This type of identification can and
should guide future evaluations and measurements of neutron cross sections toward the partial cross
sections and energy regions of highest importance. The sensitivity profile should be applied even
more specifically in the design of integral experiments for data testing, since it provides a
quantitative link between the experimental results and design calculations.

The sensitivity profile can be integrated over specific energy intervals to give the sensitivity of
the result to a constant fractional change in the cross section for reaction type x over the specified
energy interval. Using the best estimate of the uncertainties in the data and summing the product of
uncertainty and sensitivity then gives the uncertainty in the result due to this reaction type. In the
summation, one has to correctly account for correlations of uncertainties in the input data. For
radiation transport problems, correlations introduced during cross-section evaluation are strong or
complete; for example, partial cross sections, such as those for elastic scattering, may be obtained by
subtraction of inelastic scattering from the total cross section. Work to date has included only

• unco'rrelated'.and. completely correlated•errors."- . , . . , .>., •-•.-.,..• ..:. • : . ; • • ' • ; . : / • •

To generally implement the use of sensitivity functions in predicting the overall uncertainties in
radiation shield (or reactor) designs, much more complete and meaningful error or uncertainty
information must be incorporated into the data files. Correlations over energy (both local and
distant), among reaction types, and among related data for different materials will be required. It is
planned that first steps will be taken in incorporating error files in ENDF/B-IV, but they will be far
from complete.

A problem of interest for L M F B R E has been examined [6]. The neutron tissue dose was
determined after penetration of neutrons from an FTR radial shield simulation through 15 ft of
sodium followed by 3 ft of iron.



Sensitivity profiles are obtained for the various cross-section reaction types. F.aelt profile
for each energy group the variation in the neutron tissue dose per unit lethargy for a variation of the
indicated cross section. For example, a lr(' increase in the iron total cross section in energy group JO
(~I9 to 25 keV) leads to a -Vi change per unit lethargy interval in the neutron tissue dose after IS ft
of sodium followed by 3 ft of iron. An increase of I'"; in the iron elastic cross section for group 40
leads to +0.005f'j change per unit lethargy in the neutron dose. The absolute change in the dose U
obtained in either case by multiplying the change per unit lethargy hy the lethargy width of the
group in which the cross-section change was made.

The profiles show quantitatively how sensitive the penetration is to the minima in the total cross
sections, especially at 24.5 keV in iron and from I to 3 McV in sodium (see Fig. 2 and 3). It should
be noted, however, that the detailed structure in the cross-section minima may be masked by the
group structure used. If such structure is important as indicated, tailored group structures or point
cross sections may be required to adequately represent important cross sections exhibiting marked
minima.

In future developments, for those cases in which linear perturbation theory is inadequate,
higher-order approximations may be considered. The simplicity of using the unperturbed adjoint for
all cross-section changes is lost, however, and treating error correlations may no longer be practical.

Further use of sensitivity calculations for assessing the accuracy of design calculations will
depend upon the availability of error and error correlations for all nuclear data files. In general, all
new evaluations of nuclear data should include this information, and the data files should be revised
to accommodate it. However, it would be a mistake to underestimate the magnitude of the task of
preparing meaningful error files.

Currently, sensitivity methods are being applied to the design of integral experiments for
checking radiation-transport calculations. Benchmark experiments, no matter how elegant, are of
little value unless they bear reasonable relationship to problems of design interest. Past experiments
were designed as (always imperfect) mockups or were based upon intuitive judgments of sensitivities
to parameters important in design. Now such evaluations can be made quantitatively, and '.he
experiments, whether benchmark or simulative, can be designed accordingly.

For some experiment design and many other applications, restrictions to one space dimension
and time independence limit the usefulness of the results. Therefore, efforts are under way to extend
the sensitivity profile calculations to two dimensions using as a basis the DOT two-dimensional

•••.'• discrete-ordihates-cede-"and time dependence Using the TD'A time-dependent ANfSN code: The
result of this procedure is a weighted response function for the experimental analysis. For this
integral response the experiment has approximately the same sensitivity profile as the design
problem and is, hence, prototypic in the same sense that ont would achieve with an experiment
having the same source, configuration, and response function as the design problem. The
disagreement between experiment and analysis can then be applied directly to the design problem
provided that the dominant uncertainty in the analysis of the experiment is due to cross-section
uncertainties rather than other parameters such as geometrical representation.

Other interesting probltms have teen treated [7,8].

3. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission financial support of breeder reactor (LMFBR) and fusion
reactor shielding research and development.

The program includes experiments, methods development, cross section evaluation and testing,
and analysis of actual designs. The LMFBR experimental studies have been carried out at the Tower



Shielding Facility (I SI ) ai ORNL. A typical expenmenl is shown in Fig. 4 [9]. The neutron source
is a spherical I-MW water-coated aluminum-uranium reactor approximately I meter in diameter.
The reactor b usually surrounded by a lead, water, and concrete shield containing a neutron beam
port. The absolute energy spectrum and spatial distribution of the beam of neutrons emerging have
been carefully mca>uicd many times. I'he shield configuration shown is a simulation of the radial
shield for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. Shield configurations such as this are readily simulated
from simple slabs <>! *t;»infc:,vs steel, iron. Inconel. and sodium. The front portion of the configuration
contains a ijnxirul modifier which alters the neutron spectrum of the beam so that it closely
resembles the spectrum leaking from a last breedes reactor. The modifier consists of the 4 in. of
stainless steel. 6 in. of sodium, and I in. of Boral that arc in front of the blanket in Fig. 4. The
blanket is simulated by an array of UO:-ftllcd rods about I 2 in. in diameter in a stainless steel box.
The measurements which arc routinely taken during these experiments include a determination of
She neutron spectrum over the energy region from 10 kcV to 20 McV. a gamma-ray spectral
measurement firm 200 kcV to 11 McV. and measurements of neutron flucnccs using Bonner spheres
and foils. Techniques are being developed for gamma-ray energy deposition measurements.

A typical comparison of the measured and calculated neutron spectra transmitted through 22
in. of iron is presented in Fig. 5. The neutron spectra shown here were measured using a
Iknnet-tvpe hydrogen-filled proportional counter to obtain proion recoil spectra, which were
unfolded using the Spcct. 4 code developed by Benjamin et al. of the United Kingdom. The
calculations were done using the MORSE Monte Carlo code and a fine-group cross-section data set
(220-group. I Eat, iron weighted) generated from the ENDF MAT 4180. Mod. I. data. The
excellent agreement resulted only after many measurements were incorporated in the iron total cross
sections.

4. Greater sophistication in the nuclear power industry.
The architect-engineering firms doing most of the shielding design h*. <e increased their

capability partly by absorbing experienced engineers from the declining space programs.
Environmental and regulatory pressures have increased the importance of balance-of-plant shielding
and radiation protection including maintenance dose accumulation. Shielding people have become
increasingly involved in all aspects of radiation protection.

An example of some of the shielding problems in a nuclear plant was recently described by
Cheifeu [10]. The repair of welds in various downcomcrs in the Indian Point plant was a very
difficult operation due to high radiation fields and cramped work locations. It took several months
and was very costly both in radiation exposure and financially in spite of temporary shielding and
other measures to reduce exposure.

5. Increasing emphasis in the nuclear industry on standards. There is increased interest in
benchmark data, both experimental and purely computational, integral data testing and methods,
and computer code and methods validation.

I would like to expand on the question of validation. For radiation analysis and shield design,
we rely very heavily on computations and therefore compute programs. The question of validation
can be phrased: Do we know, that in our own particular computing environment, are we getting
correct results or even reasonably correct results'.' It is a very serious question. One approach is to
compare with benchmark problem solutions, that is. solutions to similiar problems that we believe
we know the answer. Another approach is to select computer programs that we believe to be reliable



and regard them as ".standard". However. I am convinced that this approach is hopelessly naive. The
validity of computer results depend on so many variables that using a standard code as such would
contribute very- little to one's confidence.

The problem of validation is now being recognized sufficiently that an American Nuclear
Society Standards subcommittee has now prepared an initial draft on the subject [11]. Many of the
thoughts that follow are taken from that draft.

Several things can be done which collectively establish that a calculational procedure may be
used to produce reliable answers within a reasonable range of application. The level of confidence
which may be placed in the answers produced is directly dependent on how thoroughly the
procedure has been tested and its applicability to the specific problem.

Primary consideration is given to calculation by computer, specifically digital computer which
leads to certain definitions. Thus program is meant to be the detailed instructions to the computer
for the calculation, usually in a high level programmer language such as FORTRAN. Procedure is
used to refer to an overall scheme consisting of individual steps or phases.

Input data are the full set of numbers required for a problem to be solved. The term model is
used to mean the theory of physical or other phenomenon, or collection of them, which is
represented (usually only approximately) by mathematical equations. Answers and solutions are
used to mean the calculated results to avoid confusion with the results obtained by a physical
experiment.

By experimental benchmark validation is meant the favorable comparison of answers with
experimental results; its objective is to indicate the degree of confidence which may be assigned to a
calculational procedure when applied to a situation for which experimental results are not available,
that is, the reliability of answers produced. An experiment, its description and results which have
been found to satisfy benchmark validation requirements, is said to be an experimental benchmark
(as opposed to the rare, almost unique experiment called a benchmark experiment). A mathematical
benchmark is a problem description, the required input data, and the results known within some
level of uncertainty by application of a defined model. An experimental benchmark test provides a
gross proof against nature of the whole procedure qualifying it to some extent for application. A
mathematical benchmark test provides proof that the procedure properly applies a model,
mathematical verification, [f a high level of confidence is to be placed in the answers produced by a
calculational procedure, it must be tested with both mathematical and experimental benchmark
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Validation is viewed as a process which continues over a long period, one which may never end
as long as the procedure is used. Extensions to tested computer instructions require revised
validation. Revised procedures require verification and new experimental results invite new
qualification tests.

There are four rather basic levels of testing calculational procedures:
1. Proofing of the programmed instructions.
2. Producing known answers to problems given input data.
3. Producing answers to problems which fall within a reasonable error band given an

approximate solution and input data.
4. Producing acceptable answers in comparison with experimental results.



Producing known answers to problems satisfies a proof testing role usually impossible to do any
other way. Such testing is a basic mathematical requirement for verification. Numerical accuracy is
tested directly. Sometimes answers are known only to problems usually deemed trivial; still the fact
that a known answer is obtained is important. The degree of verification by such testing is directly
related to how representatative the reference problem is of typical application.

A known answer, as used here, means the answer to the mathematical equations representing
the model given the problem description and input data. The problem description must be complete
and the required input data precise. The known answer must contain sufficient significant figures to
permit precise, absolute comparative evaluation.

Of some importance is the ability to do extensive, absolute testing at low cost solving simple
problems which do not require much computer time. This testing is usually done by the computer
cede originators (developers).

What is said about computer programs or codes applies equally to the input data such as
nuclear reaction cross sections. Thus validation of procedure involves both the cor.iputer codes and
the input data.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 DOT R-Z Geometry for FTR.

Fig. 2 Sensitivity of Calculated Tissue Dose Exiting an Na-Fe Configuration to Sodium

C>i>ss Sections.

Fig. 3 Sensitivity of Calculated Tisue Dose Exiting an Na-Fe Configuration to Iron Cross
Sections.

Fig. 4 Demo First-Fission Experiment.

Fig. S Comparison of MORSE-Calculated and Measured Neutron Spectra 18 in. behind
22 in. of iron.


